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Eat Joy
For half a century, J. I. Packer's classic has helped Christians around the world discover the
wonder, the glory, and the joy of knowing God. Now featured in the IVP Signature Collection,
this thought-provoking work seeks to renew and enrich our understanding of God, bringing
together knowing about God and knowing God through a close relationship with Jesus Christ.

Birthing Hope
Seeking an antidote to widespread anxiety over food ethics, cultural obesity and more, Rachel
Stone calls us to reclaim the joy of eating with gratitude. As we learn to see our daily bread as
a gift from above, we find our highest religious and cultural ideals (from the sacramental life to
sustainable living) taking shape on a common tabletop.

Born-Again Dirt
This fabulous volume, containing compositions of mystic poets across India, from Kabir,
Annamacharya and Chandidas to Tukaram, Meera, Akkamahadevi and many more, reminds
us of the rich palette of Bhakti. Featuring classic translations as well as new, unpublished ones
by acclaimed poets, it will delight seekers and poetry lovers alike.

Telling God's Story: A Parents' Guide to Teaching the Bible (Telling God's
Story)
You are invited to a feast for the senses and the spirit! Thirty-four adventurous writers open
their kitchens, their recipe files, and their hearts to illustrate the many unexpected ways that
food draws us closer to God, to community, and to creation. All bring a keen eye and palette to
the larger questions of the role of food--both its presence and its absence--in the life of our
bodies and spirits. Their essays take us to a Canadian wheat farm, a backyard tomato garden
in Cincinnati, an organic farm in Maine; into a kosher kitchen, a line of Hurricane Katrina
survivors as they wait to be fed, a church basement for a thirty-hour fast; inside the translucent
layers of an onion that transport us to a meditation on heaven, to a church potluck, and to
many other places and ways we can experience sacramental eating. In a time of great interest
and equal confusion over the place of food in our lives, this rich collection, which includes
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personal recipes, will delight the senses, feed the spirit, enlarge our understanding, and
deepen our ability to "eat and drink to the glory of God." Featuring the writings of Robert Farrar
Capon, Wendell Berry, Lauren Winner, Luci Shaw, Andre Dubus, Jeanne Murray Walker, Brian
Volck, and many others, INCLUDING ORIGINAL RECIPIES!

Come and Eat
Highly practical and gracious advice on church discipline. Includes interviews with over 30
pastors from different countries and backgrounds.

A Beautiful Disaster
Agriculturalist Fred Bahnson and theologian Norman Wirzba develop a vision for community
renewal based on reconciliation with the land. With a balance of theological and practical
insight, the authors lead communities into practices of local food production, eucharistic eating
and delight in God s provision.

Weight of Glory
The perfect gift! A specially priced, beautifully designed hardcover edition of The Joy of the
Gospel with a foreword by Robert Barron and an afterword by James Martin, SJ. “The joy of
the gospel fills the hearts and lives of all who encounter Jesus… In this Exhortation I wish to
encourage the Christian faithful to embark upon a new chapter of evangelization marked by
this joy, while pointing out new paths for the Church’s journey in years to come.” – Pope
Francis This special edition of Pope Francis's popular message of hope explores themes that
are important for believers in the 21st century. Examining the many obstacles to faith and what
can be done to overcome those hurdles, he emphasizes the importance of service to God and
all his creation. Advocating for “the homeless, the addicted, refugees, indigenous peoples, the
elderly who are increasingly isolated and abandoned,” the Holy Father shows us how to
respond to poverty and current economic challenges that affect us locally and globally.
Ultimately, Pope Francis demonstrates how to develop a more personal relationship with Jesus
Christ, “to recognize the traces of God’s Spirit in events great and small.” Profound in its
insight, yet warm and accessible in its tone, The Joy of the Gospel is a call to action to live a
life motivated by divine love and, in turn, to experience heaven on earth. Includes a foreword
by Robert Barron, author of Catholicism: A Journey to the Heart of the Faith and James Martin,
SJ, author of Jesus: A Pilgrimage From the Hardcover edition.

What the Bible Says about Healthy Living
Insightful and heart-warming, this classic book is written for those who seek to know God
better. It unfolds life-impacting, biblical truths and has been called a "soul-stirring celebration of
the pleasures of knowing God."

Searching for God Knows What
A fully developed biblical perspective of work and leisure finds the holistic balance missing
from today in Puritan enjoyment of both as important to life.

Youcat English
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Come with your brokenness, your celebration, and your worries, but most of all come and eat.
In today’s busy and often superficial world, we all crave something deeper and truer. Maybe
it’s relationships that go beyond the surface or gatherings that allow for joy and pain. Bri
McKoy tells us this is within reach! All we need is a table, open hearts, and a simple invitation:
come and eat. McKoy invites us to discover how a common dining-room table can be
transformed into a place where brokenness falls away to reveal peace and fellowship. Whether
the table is laid with bounty or with meager offerings, whether it is surrounded by the Body of
Christ or homeless, broken souls, she shows us that healing begins when we say, “Come in. I
may not know you, but I know your maker. And so I offer you my heart.” For all those who are
hungry and craving more of God’s kingdom in their homes, Come and Eat offers recipes, tips,
and questions to jumpstart conversation, while reminding us that fellowship in God’s love is
always the most remembered, most cherished nourishment. Because when we make room for
others, we make room for God, and our homes become a vibrant source of life, just as he
means them to be.

Meditation and Communion with God
Your Invitation into a Lifestyle of Supernatural Power If all Christians receive the same Holy
Spirit, why do some operate in greater levels of anointing than others—delivering powerful
miracles through supernatural grace? Smith Wigglesworth was an ordinary man who walked in
the continuous miracle-working power of God. He reveals that the key to manifesting God’s
power is understanding this one essential key—how to let God’s anointing rest upon you! In this
exciting book, featuring previously unpublished material, Wigglesworth shares Bible secrets
that will help unlock the anointing within you and show you how to operate in a greater
expression of God’s miraculous power! You will learn how to: release God’s anointing to bring
healing, deliverance, and miracles. live a lifestyle that hosts the Holy Spirit and operates in His
gifts. access the infinite resources of God within you and draw strength, power, and faith. make
the supernatural natural in your everyday life. Receive revelatory insights from this respected
pioneer of the miraculous. Discover how this anointing will impact your life and change your
world through releasing the Holy Spirit’s supernatural power!

A Meal with Jesus
With the growing farm-to-table movement and popularity of local farmers' markets, we are
becoming more conscious of where our food originates. This spirituality of eating and food
helps us reflect on current realities and understand how eating forms our souls inwardly,
upwardly, and outwardly. The author offers practical guidance on what it means to eat alone or
in community with more intention, compassion, humility, and gratitude. She also tells the story
of food as it transitions from seed to table. Sidebars contain gardening and food tips, recipes,
and food preservation guides. End-of-chapter questions for individual and group use are
included.

Saving God's Green Earth
Selected from sermons delivered by C. S. Lewis during World War II, these nine addresses
offer guidance and inspiration in a time of great doubt.These are ardent and lucid sermons that
provide a compassionate vision of Christianity.

A Faith Embracing All Creatures
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Many people think science is antagonistic to Christian belief. Science, it is said, shows that the
universe is billions of years old, while the Bible says it is only thousands of years old. And
some claim that science shows supernatural miracles are impossible. These and other points
of contention cause some Christians to view science as a threat to their beliefs. Redeeming
Science attempts to kindle our appreciation for science as it ought to be-science that could
serve as a path for praising God and serving fellow human beings. Through examining the
wonderfully complex and immutable laws of nature, author Vern Poythress explains, we ought
to recognize the wisdom, care, and beauty of God. A Christian worldview restores a true
response to science, where we praise the God who created nature and cares for it.

The 40-Day Sugar Fast
A comprehensive theological framework for assessing the significance of eating,
demonstrating that eating is of profound economic, moral and theological significance.

What Your Body Knows About God
Seeking an antidote to widespread anxiety over food ethics, cultural obesity and more, Rachel
Stone calls us to reclaim the joy of eating with gratitude. As we learn to see our daily bread as
a gift from above, we find our highest religious and cultural ideals (from the sacramental life to
sustainable living) taking shape on a common tabletop.

Smith Wigglesworth on Manifesting the Power of God
This updated second edition of the Catechism of the Catholic Church incorporates all the final
modifications made in the complete, official Latin text, accompanied by line-by-line
explanations of orthodox Catholicism, summaries of each section, a detailed index, extensive
cross-references, and helpful footnotes.

Eat with Joy
In these profound reflections on the mysteries of life and death, Rachel Marie Stone unpacks
how childbirth reveals our anxieties, our physicality, our mortality. Yet birth is a profoundly
hopeful act of faith, as new life is brought into a hurting world that groans for redemption. God
consents to the risk of love and lets us make our own way in the world, as every good mother
must do.

The Joy of the Gospel
Do you desire to glorify God through the way you farm? Are you tired of reading books on
farming and food production that ignore God as Creator? Have you ever wondered what
agriculture would look like if it was based on the Bible instead of on evolution, Mother Nature,
or the latest manipulations of life by science? In Born Again Dirt, Noah Sanders encourages
Christian farmers to evaluate their farming methods in light of Scripture. This book looks at
various Biblical principles related to agriculture and provides examples of practical application.
Topics covered include: -Designing farms as beautiful, fruitful homes. -Honoring God's design
in farm production -Growing crops that honor the Lord -Marketing as ministry -The idolatry of
modern agriculture -Advantages of the farming lifestyle -Starting a farm and making a living.
Without claiming to have all the answers, Born Again Dirt seeks to inspire you to develop a
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vision for God-glorifying agriculture . This book is a must read for any Christian who is a full
time farmer, backyard gardener, or for anyone who desires a more Biblical view of agriculture.

24/6
Knowing God
When Jesus said, “Suffer the children,” faith healing is not what he had in mind

Catechism of the Catholic Church
Seeking an antidote to widespread anxiety over food ethics, cultural obesity and more, Rachel
Stone calls us to reclaim the joy of eating with gratitude. As we learn to see our daily bread as
a gift from above, we find our highest religious and cultural ideals (from the sacramental life to
sustainable living) taking shape on a common tabletop.

Redeeming Science
In Eating by Faith, Lisabeth invites you into the secret world of her eating disorder, and
recovery. And while the illness looks different for every patient, all share a commonality of
symptoms physically, emotionally, and spiritually. Eating by Faith will bring you into the mind
and heart of someone suffering from the illness in such a brutally honest way, that you will
have a greater understanding of the mind and heart of anyone suffering from this illness. Her
eating disorder, like most, takes root inside a secret place. This root is often anchored in the
lies Satan would have us believe about ourselves. Once established, he will use the eating
disorder to separate us from God, robbing us from our joy and our identity in Christ's
unconditional love. Lisabeth's story is one of wrestling with the eating disorder, herself, and
God. It is about finding her identity in the love of Christ instead of her illness. Taste and See

Food and Faith
An illustrated anthology of essays about the comfort foods--and recipes--that helped writers
survive painful times in their lives. With contributions from Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie,
Anthony Doerr, Colum McCann, Lev Grossman, Carmen Maria Machado, Claire Messud,
Maile Meloy, Alexander Chee, Edwidge Danticat, and many more

Food for Life
Have you ever had an experience where you felt particularly aware of God? If God is real, and
we are created in God's image, then it makes sense that our minds and bodies would be
designed with the perceptive ability to sense and experience God. Scientists are now
discovering ways that our bodies are designed to connect with God. Brain research shows that
our brain systems are wired to enable us to have spiritual experiences. The spiritual circuits
that are used in prayer or worship are also involved in developing compassion for others. Our
bodies have actually been created to love God and serve our neighbors. Award-winning
journalist Rob Moll chronicles the fascinating ways in which our brains and bodies interact with
God and spiritual realities. He reports on neuroscience findings that show how our brains
actually change and adapt when engaged in spiritual practices. We live longer, healthier,
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happier and more fulfilling lives when we cultivate the biological spiritual capacity that puts us
in touch with God. God has created our bodies to fulfill the Great Commandment; we are
hardwired to commune with God and to have compassion and community with other people.
Moll explores the neuroscience of prayer, how liturgy helps us worship, why loving God causes
us to love others, and how a life of love and service leads to the abundant life for which we
were created. Just as our physical bodies require exercise to stay healthy, so too can spiritual
exercises and practices revitalize our awareness of God. Heighten your spiritual senses and
discover how you have been designed for physical and spiritual flourishing.

To the Table
The 2014 Christianity Today Book Award Winner (Christian Living) Food is the source of
endless angst and anxiety. We struggle with obesity and eating disorders. Reports of
agricultural horror stories give us worries about whether our food is healthy, nutritious or justly
produced. It's hard to know if our food is really good for us or for society. Our relationship with
food is complicated to say the least. But God intended for us to delight in our food. Rachel
Stone calls us to rediscover joyful eating by receiving food as God's good gift of provision and
care for us. She shows us how God intends for us to relate to him and each other through
food, and how our meals can become expressions of generosity, community and love of
neighbor. Eating together can bring healing to those with eating disorders, and we can make
wise choices for sustainable agriculture. Ultimately, redemptive eating is a sacramental act of
culture making through which we gratefully herald the feast of the kingdom of God. Filled with
practical insights and some tasty recipes, this book provides a Christian journey into the delight
of eating. Come to the table, partake of the Bread of Life—and eat with joy.

Redeeming the Time
Food for Life draws on L. Shannon Jung's gifts as theologian, ethicist, pastor, and eater
extraordinaire. In this deeply thoughtful but very lively book, he encourages us to see our
humdrum habits of eating and drinking as a spiritual practice that can renew and transform us
and our world. In a fascinating sequence that takes us from the personal to the global, Jung
establishes the religious meaning of eating and shows how it dictates a healthy order of eating.
He exposes Christians' complicity in the face of widespread eating disorders we experience
personally, culturally, and globally, and he argues that these disorders can be reversed
through faith, Christian practices, attention to habitual activities like cooking and gardening, the
church's ministry, and transforming our cultural policies about food.

Eating by Faith: a Walk with God. My Eating Disorder from the Inside Out
A new religion curriculum from the team that brought you The Story of the World. In this
accessible and engaging book, Peter Enns (author of the controversial and best-selling
Inspiration and Incarnation: Evangelicals and the Problem of the Old Testament) provides
parents and teachers with a straightforward and intelligent twelve-year plan for teaching the
Bible. Written for lay readers but incorporating the best scholarly insights, Telling God’s Story
avoids sectarian agendas. Instead, Enns suggests beginning with the parables of the Gospels
for the youngest students; continuing on with the more complex stories of the Old and New
Testaments for middle grade students; and guiding high school students into an understanding
of the history and culture of biblical times.
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Making Peace with the Land
Interweaving biblical insights and personal narratives, this eloquently written book shows how
God often uses suffering and desert experiences to form us into Christ's image. Marlena
Graves shares her experiences of growing up poor in a house plagued by mental illness as a
means to explore the forces God uses to shape us into beautiful people in the midst of
brokenness. This book offers a window into suffering through the motif of desert spirituality,
revealing how God can use our painful experiences to show himself faithful. While no one
welcomes suffering, God often uses desert experiences--those we initially despise and
wouldn't wish on anyone--to transform us into beautiful souls who better resemble Jesus.
Graves shows how God can bring life out of circumstances reeking of death and destruction,
whether those circumstances are crises or daily doses of quiet desperation. Readers who have
experienced suffering and question God's purpose for it will benefit from this book, as will
counselors, pastors, professors, and mentors. It includes a foreword by John Ortberg and
Laura Ortberg Turner.

Eating God
Bad Faith
What is the purpose of animals? Didn't God give humans dominion over other creatures?
Didn't Jesus eat lamb? These are the kinds of questions that Christians who advocate
compassion toward other animals regularly face. Yet Christians who have a faith-based
commitment to care for other animals through what they eat, what they wear, and how they live
with other creatures are often unsure how to address these biblically and theologically based
challenges. In A Faith Embracing All Creatures, authors from various denominational, national,
ethnic, and cultural backgrounds wrestle with the text, theology, and tradition to explain the
roots of their desire to live peaceably with their nonhuman kin. Together, they show that there
are no easy answers on "what the Bible says about animals." Instead, there are nuances and
complexities, which even those asking these questions may be unaware of. Editors Andy
Alexis-Baker and Tripp York have gathered a collection of essays that wrestle with these
nuances and tensions in Scripture around nonhuman animals. In so doing, they expand the
discussion of nonviolence, peacemaking, and reconciliation to include the oft-forgotten other
members of God's good creation.

God Redeeming His Bride
Meals have always been important across societies and cultures, a time for friends and
families to come together. An important part of relationships, meals are vital to our social
health. Author Tim Chester sums it up: “Food connects.” Chester argues that meals are also
deeply theological—an important part of Christian fellowship and mission. He observes that the
book of Luke is full of stories of Jesus at meals. These accounts lay out biblical principles.
Chester notes, “The meals of Jesus represent something bigger.” Six chapters in A Meal with
Jesus show how they enact grace, community, hope, mission, salvation, and promise. Moving
from biblical times to the modern world, Chester applies biblical truth to challenge our
contemporary understandings of hospitality. He urges sacrificial giving and loving around the
table, helping readers consider how meals can be about serving others and sharing the grace
of Christ.
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Eat with Joy
J. Matthew Sleeth was living the American dream as a medical chief of staff---until the
increasing number of chronic illnesses he was witnessing gave him a new environmental
awareness. In this book, Sleeth shares his family s journey to simplicity, stronger relationships,
and richer spiritual lives, and relates a prescription for sustainable living."

Desiring God
What would you be willing to give up to experience the presence of God in your life again?
Many of us sign up for a physical detox program, thinking that if our bodies are healthier, then
we're healthier. But a healthy body doesn't do us a lot of good if we are spiritually
malnourished. Welcome to the 40-Day Sugar Fast, a fast that begins with us giving Jesus our
sugar and ends with Jesus giving us more of himself--the only thing that can ever truly satisfy
our soul's deep hunger. On this 40-day journey you'll learn how to stop fixating on food and
other things you use to fill the voids in life and instead fix your eyes on Christ. Anyone who
runs to sugar for comfort or a reward, who eats mindlessly or out of boredom, who feels
physically and spiritually lethargic, or who struggles with self-control will discover here not only
freedom from their cravings but an entirely new appetite for the good things God has for us.

Eat with Joy
At the creation of the world, God gave mankind the responsibility to exercise dominion over the
earth. Man was to use the earth and its abundance of resources to satisfy his physical needs,
but he was also to care for the earth and its creatures as a wise and godly steward. Reading
about endangered species or another oil spill will make it abundantly clear that the human race
has failed miserably in its God-given mandate. How did we get to this point? Where should we
go from here? This classic by Francis Schaeffer, now repackaged, looks at contemporary
ecological crises through the lens of theology and Scripture. Renowned for his work in applied
philosophy and theology, Schaeffer answers serious philosophical questions about creation
and ecology. He concludes that we must return to a profoundly and radically biblical
understanding of God’s relationship to the earth, and of our divine mandate to exercise godly
dominion over it. Repackaged and republished, Pollution and the Death of Man carries an
important and relevant message for our day. With concluding chapter by Udo Middelmann.

Serve God, Save the Planet
“Remember the Sabbath and keep it holy.” Sounds nice, but how do we find rest in a 24/7
world? Just as the Hebrews were slaves in Egypt, we have become slaves to technology. Our
technological tools allow 24-hour productivity and connectivity, give us more control, and
subtlety enslave us to busyness itself. Sabbath is about restraint, about intentionally not doing
everything all the time just because we can. Setting aside a day of rest helps us reconnect with
our Creator and find the peace of God that passes all understanding. The Sabbath is about
letting go of the controls one day a week and letting God be God. So how do we do it? In 24/6,
Dr. Matthew Sleeth describes our symptoms, clarifies the signs, diagnoses the illness, and lays
out a simple plan for living a healthier, more God-centered life in a digitally-dazed, always-on
world. Sleeth shares how his own family was dramatically transformed when it adopted
Sabbath practices and helps readers better understand how their own lives can be transformed
– physically, emotionally, relationally and spiritually – by adopting the 24/6 lifestyle.
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THE MINISTER'S WOOING
John Jefferson Davis summons the resources of traditional biblical meditation for a culture lost
in the cloud. He establishes the trinitarian view of God's real presence in Scripture and then
ushers readers through three successive stages of meditation--consummating in a method for
deep assimilation of the Christian worldview.

The Spirit of Food
In Searching for God Knows What, best-selling author Donald Miller invites you to reconnect
with a faith worth believing. With humor, intelligence, and his trademark writing style, he shows
that relationship is God’s way of leading us to redemption. And our need for redemption drives
us to relationship with God. “Being a Christian,” Miller writes, “is more like falling in love than
understanding a series of ideas.” Maybe you are a Christian wondering what faith you signed
up for. Or maybe you don’t believe anything and are daring someone—anyone—to show you a
genuine example of authentic faith. Somewhere beyond the self-help formulas, fancy
marketing, and easy promises there is a life-changing experience with God waiting. Searching
for God Knows What weaves together beautiful stories and fresh perspectives on the Bible to
show one man’s journey to find it. “Like a shaken snow globe, Donald Miller’s newest
collection of essays creates a swirl of ideas about the Christian life that eventually crystallize
into a lovely landscape . . . [He] is one of the evangelical book market’s most creative writers.”
—Christianity Today “If you have felt that Jesus is someone you respect and admire—but
Christianity is something that repels you—Searching for God Knows What will give you hope
that you still can follow Jesus and be part of a church without the trappings of organized
religion.” —Dan Kimball Author of The Emerging Church and Pastor of Vintage Faith Church,
Santa Cruz, CA “For fans of Blue Like Jazz, I doubt you will be disappointed. Donald Miller
writes with the wit and vulnerability that you expect. He perfectly illustrates important themes in
a genuine and humorous manner . . . For those who would be reading Miller for the first time,
this would be a great start.” —Relevant

Pollution and the Death of Man
Three Biblical Principles that Will Change Your Diet and Improve Your Health In a world
infatuated with junk food and fad diets, why have we overlooked the simple instructions
provided in the Bible that have guided and people for thousands of years toward better health?
You don't have to be Jewish or a Christian to discover wisdom for healthier living in this
doctor's scripturally-based book on eating and feeling better, and living longer. These simple
principles will help you find energy, freedom from illness, and more vibrant health!Foreword by
Jordan Rubin, bestselling author of The Maker's Diet.

Eat with Joy
YOUCAT is short for Youth Catechism of the Catholic Church, which is the official catechism
for World Youth Day. Written for high-school age people and young adults, YOUCAT is an
accessible, contemporary expression of the Catholic Faith. The popular format includes
Questions-and-Answers, highly-readable commentary, margin pictures and illustrations,
summary definitions of key terms, Bible citations, and quotes from the Saints and other great
teachers. What's more, YOUCAT is keyed to the Catechism of the Catholic Faith, so people
can go deeper. It explains: What Catholics believe (doctrine) How they celebrate the mysteries
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of the faith (sacraments) How Catholics are to live (moral life) How they should pray (prayer
and spirituality) The questions are direct and honest, even at times tough; the answers
straightforward, relevant, and compelling. After the Bible, YOUCAT will likely become the go-to
place for young people to learn the truth about the Catholic faith. Pope Benedict XVI wrote the
foreword; Cardinal Christoph Schoenborn, the editor of YOUCAT and the Archbishop of
Vienna, Austria, wrote the afterword.
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